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Abstract
The polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR)
system emits microwaves on two orthogonal
polarizations (the most often horizontal and vertical) and
receives the backscattered echoes on the same two
polarizations to synthesize recordings of the ground
scene. The information embeded in the four resulted
polarimetric channels fully describes the backscattering
properties of the recorded ground objects. In order to take
full advantage of this information and to extract the
physical properties of the recorded targets, simple falsecolor representations of the polarimetric channels are not
sufficient, so several coherent and incoherent target
decomposition theorems have been proposed in the stateof-the-art literature. All these decompositions assume
the fact that any scattering mechanism can be represented
as the sum of some simpler, ,,canonicalˮ scattering
mechanisms. The aim of this paper is to perform a
comparative survey on these decomposition techniques
and to provide examples using two PolSAR datasets: a Lband PALSAR image over Danube's Delta, Romania,
and a C-band RadarSAT2 image over Brăila, Romania.

1. Introduction
Earth observations from space in the last half century
have a big influence on how we perceive our planet
today. The multitude of passive and active sensors sent
into the space send us back an enormous volume of
remote sensing data, which can provide quantitative
measurements of land elevation, land cover, temperature,
ocean waves, atmospheric gases, natural disasters and
others. The most important passive sensors are the
optical ones, which use the solar illumination to provide
Earth recordings, while regarding the active remote
sensing systems, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is the
most relevant one. The SAR is an "all weather imaging
system" which emits pulses in the microwaves domain
and uses the backscattered echoes to produce recordings
of the ground scene. A special type of SAR is the
polarimetric SAR, which emits microwaves on two
orthogonal polarizations (usually horizontal and vertical)
and receives the backscattered echoes on the same two
polarizations. This results in four polarimetric channels,
from which the physical properties of the recorded
ground objects can be extracted. Since simple color,
intensity representations of the polarimetric channels fail
to show these physical characteristics, several coherent
and incoherent target decomposition theorems have been
proposed in the state-of-the-art literature, all of them
assuming the fact that any scattering mechanism can be
represented as the sum of some simpler, ,,canonicalˮ
scattering mechanisms. The aim of this paper is to
perform a comparative survey on these decomposition
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techniques and to provide examples using two PolSAR
datasets: a single-look, complex, 1248x18432 pixels,
polarimetric, L-band, PALSAR image over Danube's
Delta, Romania, and a single-look, complex, 2984x4495
pixels, polarimetric, C-band, RadarSAT2 image over
Brăila, Romania.

type of decomposition are the Huynen decomposition [3],
the Freeman decomposition [4], the Touzi decomposition
[5] or the H/A/α decomposition [6] Part of the above
mentioned decompositions will be detailed and
exemplified in the following chapters.

3. Coherent target decomposition
theorems

2. A brief overview on the polarimetric
SAR

a) The Pauli decomposition
As mentioned before, CDT are suitable for representing
ground scenes in which coherent, pure targets are
predominant. A well chosen combination of the
polarimetric channels would show the underlying
physical characteristics of the ground objects. Such a
combination can be obtained through a factorization of
the scattering matrix in the Pauli basis. For the
monostatic PolSAR systems (the ones in which the
emitter and the receiver are collocated), the Pauli
decomposition is shown in equation (2).

A polarimetric SAR system emits microwaves with two
orthogonal polarizations, the most often horizontal (H)
and vertical (V), and receives the backscattered waves on
the same two polarizations. When a polarized emitted
wave is backscattered from a ground target, its
polarization state changes. As a consequence, a
horizontal or vertical polarized emitted wave can have
contributions on both horizontal and vertical receiving
channels. This results in four polarimetric channels (HH,
HV, VH, VV), grouped in the scattering matrix, which
are sufficient to completely characterize the targets
backscattering properties. The relationship between the
scattered and the incident electromagnetic waves is:

(2)
(1)
where 1 denotes the power of the H and V polarized
backscattered waves,

waves propagation through atmosphere,
the scattering matrix and

Furthermore, the Pauli components can be grouped in the

is a term which describes the

so-called scattering vector :

is

denotes the power of the

(3)
The three Pauli components reflect the backscattering
properties of the ground objects. Examples of scattering
mechanisms are given in Fig. 1.

H and V polarized emitted waves. All the four elements
of the scattering matrix are complex-valued. A simple
color representation of the scattering matrix (considering
the intensities of three polarimetric channels as the red,
green and blue color planes) would not show the physical
characteristics of the ground objects, so coherent target
decompositions
(CDT)
or
incoherent
target
decompositions (ICDT) have to be employed. On one
hand, CTD are suitable for representing artificial, manmade scenes, where coherent, pure targets are
predominant. These decompositions can characterize
completely polarized scattered waves, in which case the
fully polarimetric information is contained in the
scattering matrix. Examples of this type of
decomposition are the Pauli decomposition, the Krogager
decomposition [1] or the Cameron decomposition [2]. On
the other hand, ICTD are suitable for representing natural
scenes, which are mainly composed of distributed
scatterers. Unlike CTD, these decompositions are based
on the second order polarimetric representations: the
covariance and the coherence matrix. Examples of this
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Fig. 3. The RadarSAT2 image. a) optical; b) Pauli RGB composition
(red=HH-VV, green=2HV, blue=HH+VV);

b) The Krogager decomposition
In [1] Krogager proposed a coherent decomposition of the
scattering matrix into three components which can be
physically interpreted as sphere, diplane and helix targets:

Fig. 1. Scattering mechanisms. a) Odd (single, triple) bounce;
b) Even (double, dihedral) bounce; c) Volume diffraction;

The first component of the target vector is referred to
single-bounce or odd-bounce scattering mechanisms.
These mechanisms are common to plate, sphere or
trihedral objects. The second component is referred to
double-bounce or even-bounce scattering mechanisms.
These mechanisms correspond to dihedral objects
oriented at 0ᴼ or 90ᴼ. Finally, the third component
corresponds to dihedral objects oriented at 45ᴼ.
This kind of scattering is most often encountered in forest
canopies.
In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 optical and Pauli color-coded
representations of the two polarimetric datasets used for
experiments are shown. One can notice the presence of
single-bounce scattering mechanisms (water bodies, low
vegetation areas, agricultural fields) in blue, or volume
diffraction mechanisms (forested areas) in green.

(4)

where represents the orientation angle
The Krogager decomposition parameters can be more
easily derived if a prior change of the scattering matrix
basis is computed, from the (H, V) basis to the (Right
circular, Left circular) basis:

(5)

where:

(6),

(7),

(8)
The false-color representation of the Krogager
decomposition parameters of the testing images are
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig.2. The PALSAR image. a) optical; b) Pauli RGB composition
(red=HH-VV, green=2HV, blue=HH+VV);
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eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors. These matrices
can fully describe incoherent scattering processes. The
use of the coherence matrix is usually preferred because it
provides a physical interpretation of its diagonal
components:
is reffered as odd-bounce scattering,
is reffered as even-bounce scattering and
is referred as
volume scattering.
a) The Freeman decomposition
The Freeman decomposition decomposes the covariance
matrix as the sum of three scattering mechanisms:
(13)
In equation (13)
represents the contribution of a
single-bounce scattering component,
represents the
contribution of a double-bounce scattering component and
represents the contribution of a volume scattering
component:

Fig.4. Color representation of the Krogager decomposition
parameters (red= , green= , blue= ). a) The PALSAR image;
b) The RadarSAT2 image

The two decompositions detailed above are valid for
coherent targets. However, with the continuous advances
in the field of SAR imaging and with the continuous
decrease of the resolution cell, the response of most
ground targets spans over several pixels. In this case,
when a particular pixel corresponds to a distributed
scatterer, we can no longer talk about a coherent target.
Therefore, incoherent decompositions of the second order
polarimetric representations have to be employed.

(14)

(15)

(16)
If we replace equations (11), (14), (15) and (16) in
equation (13) we obtain a system of 4 equations with 5
unknowns. In order to be able to solve it an additional
constraint must be imposed, which can be extracted from
the definition of the total power of the scattering process,
the span:

4. Incoherent target decomposition
theorems
The main characteristic of the incoherent scattering is the
fact that it causes a depolarization of the incident wave.
This depolarization can not be taken into account when
performing analysis based on the scattering matrix. This
is the reason why the second order polarimetric
representations have been introduced. The second order
polarimetric representations are the covariance matrix and
the coherence matrix, which can be obtained from the
scattering vector, multiplied with its own transpose
conjugate. The covariance matrix is derived from the
scattering vector (lexicographic factorization of the
scattering matrix), while the coherence matrix is derived
from the
scattering vector (Pauli factorization of the
scattering matrix):

(17)
After solving the system of equations and finding the
contributions of the three scattering mechanisms, ,
and , color representations of PolSAR data can be
simulated. In Fig. 5. one can easily notice the presence of
single-bounce scattering mechanisms (water bodies, low
vegetation area, agricultural zones) in blue, volume
scattering mechanisms (forested areas) in green or doublebounce scattering mechanisms (built-up areas in Brăila) in
red.

(9)
(10)

(11)

(12)
The covariance matrix in equation (11) and the coherence
matrix in equation (12) are Hermitian, positive,
semidefinite matrices and they posses real, positive
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double-bounce scattering mechanisms. The entropy
in
equation (22) represents the statistical disorder, or the
degree of randomness of the scattering process. A value
close to 0 reveals a pure scatterer and a value close to 1
reveals a distributed scatterer. The anisotropy
in
equation (23) is complementary to the entropy. For
entropy values close to 1, the anisotropy can discriminate
certain types of scatterers, otherwise it is very noisy.
The H, A and α parameters of the two testing datasets,
together with false-color representations, are shown in
Fig. 6. and Fig. 7.. In addition to the simple false-color
representation, a joint interpretation of the three
parameters can provide good unsupervised classification
schemes: the H-α, H-A and A-α schemes. In Fig. 8. the Hα scheme is shown, scheme which divides a PolSAR
image into 9 segments (only 8 feasible).

Fig.5. Color representation of the Freeman decomposition
parameters (red= , green= , blue= ). a) The PALSAR image;
b) The RadarSAT2 image

a) The H-A-α decomposition
The H-A-α decomposition is based on the eigen
decomposition of the coherency matrix.
can be
written as:
(18)
In equation (18)
is a diagonal matrix composed of the
real-valued eigenvalues of
, sorted in the decreasing
order, and
is a
unitary matrix composed of the
eigenvectors of
:

(19)
(20)
Furthermore, each eigenvector

can be written as:

(21)
Equation (21) is known as the
decomposition of
the eigenvectors. From the decomposition in equations
(18) to (21) we can extract a set of parameters with a
physical interpretation: the entropy (H), the anisotropy
(A) and the mean angle ( ):

Fig.6. The H-A-α parameters for the PALSAR image. a) Entropy;
b) Anisotropy; c) Mean α angle; d) false-color representation

(22)

On one hand, areas 1, 2 and 3 from Fig. 8. represent
double-bounce scattering mechanisms, areas 4, 5 and 6
represent volume scattering mechanisms, while areas 7
and 8 represent surface (singe-bounce) scattering
mechanisms. On the other hand, areas 1, 4 and 7 represent
quasi-deterministic scattering mechanisms, areas 2, 5 and
8 represent moderately random scattering mechanisms,
while areas 3 and 6 represent highly random scattering
mechanisms. Area 9 is a nonfeasible region. The H-α
classification was applied on our testing PolSAR images
and the results are shown in Fig. 9. and Fig. 10.

(23)
(24)
where
represents the probability of the
eigenvalue .
The mean angle in equation (24) is strongly related to
the physics behind the scattering process. A value close to
0 corresponds to single-bounce scattering mechanisms, a
value close to
corresponds to volume scattering
mechanisms and a value close to
corresponds to
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Fig. 9. PALSAR H-α classification. a) classification result;
b) H-α segmented plane; c) H-α occurrence plane
Fig.7. The H-A-α parameters for the RadarSAT2 image. a) Entropy;
b) Anisotropy; c) Mean α angle; d) false-color representation

Fig.8. The two-dimensional H-α classification plane
Fig. 15. RadarSAT2 H-A-α classification. a) classification result;
b) H-α segmented plane; c) H-α occurrence matrix;

Several scattering mechanisms can be identified in Fig. 9.
and Fig. 10. Bare soils, agricultural fields or areas with
low vegetation, where the radar wave penetrates to the
soil, are mainly characterized by single-bounce scattering
(blue color). Areas covered by high vegetation and
forested areas are mainly characterized by volume
scattering (green color). Finally, built-up areas (the city
inFig. 10.) are mainly characterized by double-bounce
scattering (red color).

5. Conclusions
The polarimetric SAR represents a valuable source of
remote sensing data, especially if we think about its main
advantages: it is not dependent on weather or solar
illumination. Furthermore, this system stands out through
the data type it provides, three or four polarimetric
channels, all of them complex-valued. In order to take full
advantage of this type of data, simple color
representations are not sufficient. This is the reason why
several coherent and incoherent target decomposition
theorems have been proposed, all of the having the same
purpose: to decompose the complex scattering
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mechanisms on the ground into the sum of some simpler,
“canonical” mechanisms. A comparative survey on these
decomposition theorems was made in this paper, showing
the high volume of information that can be extracted. The
different scattering mechanisms corresponding to the
ground objects were provided and explained in the
context of the CTD and ICTD. The higher segmentation
performances of the ICTD were also made obvious, if we
consider the false-color compositions presented in chapter
4. However, no matter what target decomposition theorem
one chooses to employ, this represents the first step for an
accurate, proper analysis of PolSAR data.
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